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ABSTRACT 

REAL TIME CONDITION MONITORING OF CHEMICAL BATTERIES 

 

ANAHITA BANAEI, PhD 

 

The University of Texas at Arlington, 2010 

 

Supervising Professor:  Babak Fahimi 

Li-Ion batteries are suitable rechargeable choices for electric and hybrid electric 

vehicle (EV/HEV) applications due to their relatively high level of energy and power density. 

One of the important issues in automotive batteries is to monitor their online state-of-charge 

(SOC) and state-of-health (SOH).Hence, development of an efficient method for monitoring 

their online state-of-charge (SOC) and state-of-health (SOH) is of high importance for 

vehicular applications. Open circuit voltage, as one parameter used for predicting the SOC of 

the battery, is not readily available during charge and discharge cycles. A wide variety of 

research has been done on SOC and SOH estimation techniques for the automotive batteries. 

Most of these researches rely upon open circuit voltage of the battery. 

This dissertation focuses on the state-of-charge and state-of-health monitoring of 

chemical batteries while the battery is under load. Also, a battery management system (BMS) 

to monitor the temperature, voltage and current of a battery pack has been developed. This 

BMS has been used to validate the proposed method of health monitoring. The method 
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introduced in this dissertation is based on the impulse response of the battery. Initially the 

impulse response of the battery is captured using a series of diagnostic experiments and the 

System Identification Toolbox from MATLAB®. The impulse response includes the behavioral 

characteristics of the battery and varies based on the specific properties of the battery such as 

the amount of remained charge (SOC), the amount of available charge or in other words the 

health status of the battery (SOH) and test conditions like temperature and current magnitude. 

In order to detect the health status, various possible faults which can occur inside a 

battery have been identified. The behavior of the battery under different faults has been 

simulated and investigated using the Battery Design Studio® software. Using this software the 

access to the chemical characteristics of the battery is possible and internal changes 

corresponding to different faults can be modeled. 

The impulse responses corresponding to various SOCs and also different faults are 

calculated and stored in a look-up table. They are used to calculate the output voltage of the 

battery. By comparing the calculated and the measured voltage from terminals of the battery, 

the SOC and SOH of the battery are estimated. 

Although the focus of the research in this dissertation is on the Li-Ion batteries, the 

developed method can be used for other types of chemical batteries. The above mentioned 

steps have been supported by simulation and experimental results. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter a description of the motivations, methods, and objectives of this 

dissertation is presented. First, the importance of Li-Ion batteries in vehicular and renewable 

energy systems has been discussed. Then the issues regarding the health monitoring and fault 

detection in this family of electrochemical batteries are explored. The state-of-the-art along with 

their advantages and disadvantages are surveyed. This chapter is concluded by an overview of 

the dissertation outline and objectives. 

1.1 Importance of Batteries in EV/HEVs 

Interest in Electric and Hybrid Electric Vehicles (EV/HEV) and plug-in Vehicles (PHEV) 

has grown in recent years in response to rising fuel costs and increased concern about pollution 

and global warming. New environmental concerns about the amount of pollutants entering the 

atmosphere by the Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) of the automobiles create an effective 

motivation to this emerging technology. Also, the efficiency of the internal combustion engine is 

about 20% in an average driving scenario, while for an electric vehicle the overall electric drive 

efficiency can reach a peak value of about 80%. So, the problems associated with conventional 

ICE automobiles are environmental as well as economical. All these Concerns force 

governments all over the world to consider alternative vehicular technologies. 

Electric Vehicle (EV) uses one or more electric motors for propulsion and the energy 

used to power the motor is obtained from an energy storage system which mostly is a battery. A 

Hybrid Electric Vehicle (HEV) combines the Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) with an electric 

motor to form the propulsion system. Thus, besides the need for fossil fuels as the energy 

resource for ICE, another energy storage system is required to provide energy for the electric 

motor. Energy storage system is an important component in EV/HEVs and batteries are the 
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primary option for the energy storage system. Hence, the demand for rechargeable batteries 

has witnessed an increase as well. The battery system choice is very crucial for EV/HEVs and it 

requires satisfying important characteristics like high performance and high reliability. 

Commercially available batteries do not fully meet these performance requirements. Thus there 

is a need to develop new battery management system with improved performance and 

advanced monitoring technologies with characteristics such as high energy and power 

densities, long life, low cost, little maintenance and a high degree of safety. While accelerating a 

hybrid vehicle a large amount of energy is required to be taken out of battery during a short 

period of time. So the battery needs not only to store a large amount of energy but also to be 

able to deliver considerable energy in a short time (high power) [1]. 

1.1.1. Battery choice for EV/HEVs 

Battery performance requirements for EV/HEV applications are: 

• High specific energy and energy density to provide adequate vehicle driving range. 

• High power density to provide acceleration. 

• Long cycle life with manageable maintenance. 

• Low cost. 

Initially, lead-acid batteries were used as the energy storage system in EV/HEVs, but 

new improvements in battery technologies have made Ni-MH and Li-ion batteries the common 

choice for the mentioned application. Table 1.1 shows a comparison of various types of 

batteries from different points of view. Rechargeable batteries are severely competing one 

another for high energy density and high rate characteristics on demand from the market. Ni-

MH battery was released in the market in the late 1990 as a high capacity with the voltage 

compatibility with Ni-Cd battery. Although Ni-MH is relatively compact compared with Ni-Cd 

battery, Li-Ion battery has more advantage in that point as shown in Table 1.1. Li-Ion and Ni-MH 

batteries are predominant batteries in terms of energy density, power density and economics, 

but not safety. Li-Ion batteries continue to proceed for high capacity and cost effectiveness. 
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Figure 1.1 shows the comparison of the batteries in case of energy density. Their energy 

density area began to overlap with that of the other batteries in a consequence as shown in 

Figure 1.1 [2]. 

Table 1.1 Comparison of the characteristics of different battery chemistries. 

 Lead-Acid Ni-Cd Ni-MH Li-Ion 

Specific energy 
density (Wh/Kg) 

30-50 45-80 60-120 110-180 

Energy density (Wh/L) 10-100 30-150 100-300 200-600 

Power density (W/Kg) 400 600 600 1800 

Dimension (mm) 16.5 x 66.5 16.5 x 66.5 16.5 x 66.5 18 x 65 

Capacity (Ah) 1.5 1.5 3.5 1.4 

Voltage (V) 2.1 1.2 1.2 3.7 

Self-discharge 
(%/month at 20oC) 

? 25 < 20 12 

Max. current (A) 20C 3C 0.6C 2C 

Cycle life (cycle) > 300 > 500 > 500 > 500 

Memory effect No Yes Yes No 

Energy cost [Wh/$] 5 - 8 2 – 4 1.4 – 2.8 3 - 5 

 

1.2 Fundamentals of Li-Ion Batteries 

Li-Ion batteries have high power density comparing to other chemistries and this 

property along with other advantages of this batteries make them the main contenders for 

energy storage system in EV/HEVs. Some of the capabilities of Li-Ion batteries are as follows: 

• high voltage 

• high energy density 

• high power density 
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Figure 1.1 Energy density map of various battery chemistries. 
 

• low self-discharge 

• fast charging 

• high energy-to-weight ratio 

• wide operating temperature 

• durability if charged properly 

• no memory effect 

One of the characteristics of Li-ion batteries which make them outstanding among other 

types of batteries is that they hold their charge better. A Li-ion battery loses a small percentage 

of its charge comparing to other types of batteries. They are generally lighter than other types of 

batteries of the same size and they don’t have memory effect. Memory effect happens when 

battery charges and discharges repetitively with shallow depth of discharge. Li-Ion batteries can 

be used continuously for various depth of discharge without causing any problem, which means 

there is no need to discharge them completely before recharging. All these capabilities of Li-ion 

batteries are the main reason to make these type of batteries the future choice of energy 

storage systems for EV/HEVs. There are certain disadvantages for this type of battery like 

moderate discharge current and high cost [3]. They are also sensitive to high temperature and 
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ignite or explode when exposed to high temperature. They are in danger of ignition or 

explosion if short-circuit or any attempt to open the case occurs. For this reason, they are 

normally included safety devices and their temperature should be monitored carefully. Hence, 

the focus of this dissertation is on SOH and SOC monitoring in Li-Ion batteries. 

1.2.1 Li-Ion battery characteristics 

Li-Ion batteries are a type of rechargeable battery in which a lithium ion moves between 

anode and cathode during charge and discharge. Figure 1.2 shows a schematic of a typical Li-

Ion battery. A cell consists of five regions: the negative electrode current collector made of 

copper, the porous composite positive electrode, the porous separator, the porous composite 

positive electrode and the positive electrode current collector made of aluminum. The composite 

electrodes are made of their active material particles, held together with a PolyVinyliDene 

Fluoride (PVdF) binder and a suitable filler material such as carbon black to enhance the 

electronic conductivity. 

 

Figure 1.2 The schematic of a Li-Ion cell (courtesy of [4]). 

The positive electrode is generally composed of a lithium metal oxide such as LiCoO2, 

LiNiO2 and LiMn2O2. The negative electrode is a carbon-based material which is normally made 

of graphite. The electrolyte consists of lithium salts dissolved in a solvent such as LiPF6, LiBF6 

or LiClO4 to act as a carrier, conducting lithium ions between anode and cathode [4, 5]. The 
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typical reaction taking place in cathode is as follows: 

−+
− ++⇔ xexLiCoOLiLiCoO x 212  (1.1) 

The reaction in anode can be shown as below: 

66 CLiCxexLi x⇔++ −+
 (1.2) 

During discharge the lithium ions separates from the negative electrode active materials and 

enter the solution phase, while in the positive electrode lithium ions from the solution phase 

intercalate into the LiCoO2. Figure 1.3 illustrates the cylindrical cell structure of the Li-Ion 

battery. 

The operating voltage range is critical for Li-Ion batteries since they are sensitive to 

deep discharge or overcharge and extremely high or too low SOC can lead to irreversible 

damage in the battery. So, monitoring the voltage of the battery is an essential task for battery 

management systems. 

 

 

Figure 1.3 Cylindrical structure of a Li-Ion rechargeable battery (courtesy of Battery Design 
Studio®). 

1.2.2 State-of-charge and state-of-health definitions 

One of the important issues in automotive batteries is to monitor their online State-of-

Charge (SOC) and State-of-Health (SOH) due to problems caused by poor battery 

maintenance. State-of-Charge of the battery is an indicative of the amount of charge remained 
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inside the battery. An accurate and reliable SOC estimation method is very important in 

effective management of the energy within the vehicle. An accutare assessment of SOC is very 

important in tehcharging process as well. This is primarily because an inaccurate SOC 

estimator when the battery is fully charged may lead to overcharging the battery and reducing 

its life time. In other case, if the battery is not charged completely and consequently it needs to 

be charged more frequently which again results in lower life time. 

State-of-health is the ability of the battery to store and retain energy which is subject to 

decline by battery aging and usage pattern. During lifetime of the battery, its performance or 

health deteriorates gradually due to irreversible physical and chemical changes which are 

caused by battery usage. Deep discharging, overcharging and using the battery in high 

temperature are other examples of misusage of the batteries which effect on the health of the 

battery [6]. Some of the physical and chemical changes caused inside the battery are: 

accumulation of a film of electrolyte decomposition products on the surface of the cathode 

which results in particle isolation and increasing the internal impedance of the battery in result, 

chemical reactions in cathode (cathode decomposition) which isolates active materials in 

positive electrode and formation of passive surface films on both electrodes. As a result of all 

these changes the amount of available active materials or in other hand the capacity of the 

battery is reduced. Therefore, the battery can not deliver its maximum capacity even if it is fully 

charged. 

Achieving an efficient and reliable battery management system is an important key in 

EV/HEV development. Battery management systems monitor key operational parameters, such 

as current, voltage, temperature, SOC and SOH. Li-Ion batteries are much less tolerant of 

abuse than other battery chemistries, so they particularly require precise monitoring of the 

charge and health status to ensure that no overcharging or deep discharging is occurred and 

also it is capable to deliver the specific amount of charge. Hence, one of the important issues to 

be considered is the prediction of state-of-charge and state-of-health. 
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1.2.3 Electromotive force modeling and measurement 

The EMF is the internal driving force of a battery for providing energy to a load. The 

battery voltage only equals the EMF when no current flows and the voltage has relaxed to its 

equilibrium value. i.e., the EMF. In other words, the open-circuit voltage of the battery equals to 

the EMF. 

In principle, the EMF can be calculated from thermodynamic data and the Nernst 

equation. The EMF-SOC relationship is important to relate the SOC of the battery to its open-

circuit voltage. With this model for a certain EMF and temperature the corresponding SOC can 

be calculated. The EMF of a Li-Ion battery is modeled as the difference in equilibrium potentials 

of the positive and negative electrodes, i.e. 

−+ −= eqeqEMF EEV  (1.3) 

where the equilibrium potential of the positive electrode (���� ) is given by 

])
1

[log(0
++++ −+

−
−= jLij

Li

Li
eq xU

x

x

F

RT
EE ζ  

(1.4) 

,)( 1122
++++ +−= ζζ phxUU � � �1,         �� � ��� � 1

2,        �
� � ��� � ��

�
 

(1.5) 

in which ��� is the standard potential of the LiCoO2 electrode in [V], ��� is the dimensionless 

interaction energy coefficient in the LiCoO2 electrode,ζ �
� is a dimensionless constant in the 

LiCoO2 electrode, ��� the mole fraction of ��� ions inside the positive electrode or in other words 

the SOC of the LiCoO2 electrode, � the gas constant [8.314 J (mol K)-1], � the Faraday constant 

(96,485 C mol-1), and � the ambient temperature in [K]. In Eq. 5 a phase transition (��) occurs 

at ��� � �� that results in a curvature change. According to modern literature on Li-Ion batteries 

with a LiCoO2 electrode, the main phase-transition point is located near �� � 0.75 [5, 7]. 

The equilibrium potential of the negative electrode is modeled similarly as follows 

])
1

[log(0
−−−− −+

−
−= jLij

Li

Li
eq zU

z

z

F

RT
EE ζ  (1.6) 
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,)( 1122
−−−− +−= ζζ phzUU � � $1,         0 � %�� � %�2,        %� � %�� � 1 �

 
(1.7) 

where ��& is the standard potential of the LiC6 electrode in [V], ��& is the dimensionless 

interaction energy coefficient in the LiC6 electrode,ζ �
& is a dimensionless constant in the LiC6 

electrode, and %�� the mole fraction of ��� ions inside the negative electrode or in other words 

the SOC of the negative electrode. In the negative electrode a phase transition occurs around 

%� � 0.25. 

 

 

Figure 1.4 The schematic representation of the EMF-SOC relationship parameters (courtesy of 
[6]). 

As schematically indicated in Figure 1.4, the Li-Ion battery can be characterized by the 

following parameters: '()*�  is the maximum capacity of the positive electrode, '()*&  the 

maximum capacity of the negative electrode, '()* the amount of electrochemically active Li+ 

ions inside the battery, '�& the amount of Li+ ions inside the negative electrode in a fully 

discharged battery, and '+& the charge stored in the negative electrode for a given SOC. Given 
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these parameters and SOC, the ��� and %�� can be determined from 

%�� �  '+&'()*&  (1.8) 

'+& �  '�& , -./
100 0'()* 1 '�& 1  '()*�

2 2
 

(1.9) 

��� �   '()* 1  '+&'()*� �  '()* 1 %��'()*&
'()*�  

(1.10) 

The Li+ ions move from cobalt-oxide electrode to the graphite electrode during charging. 

At the end of charging the battery, SOC is defined to be 100%. During discharge the Li+ ions 

move from the graphite electrode to the cobalt-oxide electrode and the SOC will be 0%. Using 

all the mentioned equations, EMF-SOC relationship is obtained [4]. 

1.3 State-of-the-Art 

The ongoing challenges in the design and implement of State-of-Charge and State-of-

Health estimation methods have been the focus of many researches [8-26]. However 

improvements in these areas have been incremental. Achieving a reliable and accurate SOC 

and SOH estimation method is in high importance for EV/HEV applications. 

A wide variety of researches have been done on the State-of-Charge estimation for 

electrochemical batteries. Most of them rely upon open-circuit voltage of the battery [8, 9, and 

27]. Most of these methods do not take into account parameter variations in electrochemical 

batteries and as such their accuracy is subject to the health status of the battery, aging effects, 

and possible manufacturing imperfections. In addition, the open circuit voltage is not readily 

available while the batteries are in use. These methods are not accurate enough and as a result 

would jeopardize the chance of correct charging and the performance of the battery. This can 

potentially lead to thermal runway in Li-Ion batteries. 

Another SOC estimation method is based on current integration during charge and 

discharge states of the battery (coulomb counting) [10]. However, the estimation error existed in 

each state integrates with the current and increases gradually. Measurement of the battery 
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internal impedance or resistance is another method which again does not provide acceptable 

results [11-12]. Another approach for estimating SOC of a battery is to model the 

electrochemical dynamics of the battery and various processes taking place inside the cell, and 

then using the model to predict the terminal voltage [5, 14]. However measuring all the electrical 

and chemical parameters of a cell would be difficult. 

Several studies have been done on SOH estimation and the parameters effecting 

health status of Li-Ion batteries over the past few years [17-20]. A common battery monitoring 

method is full or partial discharge test. However this method is expensive and takes a very long 

time. It also damages the battery, since routine and deep (in case of full discharge) battery 

discharge can reduce the life of the battery. Also in partial discharge test the accuracy of the 

technique depends on the depth of discharge [7, 21]. 

Another method which is used for SOH estimation of Lead-Acid batteries uses a 

phenomenon referred to as coup de fouet, which means producing a large voltage drop in the 

early minutes of battery discharge. By aging the battery encounters a loss of active material 

utilization. This is caused by various processes such as sulfation and change in pore structure 

which causes decrease in active surface area and increase in local resistances. As a result of 

these changes the amount of available capacity decreases and the coup de fouet voltage is 

lowered [21]. Although this is a quick and simple technique for estimating SOH of the battery, it 

cannot be done online and it needs a constant load for performing the discharge test. 

Ohmic techniques including impedance, resistance and conductance measurements 

are another way of SOH estimation, but these techniques are not precise [22-26]. Measuring 

the internal resistance of the battery is very sensitive to measurement error. The accuracy of the 

measurement highly depends on the way the contact is made between the battery terminals 

and the lead of the ohmic meter. Besides, none of the methods are efficient for real time 

estimation of SOH while the battery is under load. These methods require making 

measurements which are not always available in a general application. 
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1.4 Objectives of the Study 

In this section the various tasks and objectives including the modeling of the Li-Ion 

battery, fault classification and detection, pattern recognition and experimentation are 

presented. 

1.4.1 Development of a method to model the Li-Ion battery 

There are several methods to model a Li-Ion battery such as equivalent circuit, 

mathematical and electrochemical modeling. A new battery modeling method based on the 

battery impulse response is introduced. The proposed model is represented by autoregressive 

moving average with exogenous input model (ARMAX) polynomial structure. Given the impulse 

response coefficients, the model can be a precise replacement of the battery in order to study 

the behavioral characteristics of the cell. Of course, the impulse response model is highly 

dependent to the specific parameters of the battery such as state-of-charge and state-of-health. 

This behavior will be used as a method to estimate the SOC and SOH of the battery. 

1.4.2 Development of the state-of-health monitoring method 

The ability of the battery to deliver the specified amount of charge compared to a fresh 

battery, known as state-of-health (SOH) needs to be monitored frequently to depict the battery 

performance. SOH is an indication of the battery lifetime which determines when the battery 

needs to be replaced. A new method of SOH estimation is developed here based on the 

impulse responses of the battery. A set of impulse responses of an unhealthy battery related to 

different faults is stored in a look up table. Comparing the output voltage of the battery with the 

calculated voltages using the stored impulse responses is used as a tool to predict the health 

condition of the battery and also the type of fault occurred inside the battery. 

1.4.3 Development of the state-of-charge estimation method 

Prediction of state-of-charge (SOC) is important for all battery applications. The amount 

of charge remained in the battery should be determined continuously in order to prevent deep 

discharging and realize how longer the battery can continue to perform before it needs to be 
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charged again. A set of impulse responses corresponding to different levels of charge can be 

stored in a look up table and by monitoring the output voltage of the battery the SOC can be 

estimated in real time. 

1.4.4 Development of an experimental test bed and a battery management system 

Monitoring the status of the battery is in high importance in order to prevent working in a 

non safe domain. It can be determined if the battery is working properly or there is any problem 

by sensing the temperature of the battery. Voltage and current measurements are necessary 

during charging process to follow the charging profile and also prevent overcharging. Voltage 

measurement is also required for balancing process. An electric circuit is designed and 

developed to monitor the specified parameters. 

For the validation of the proposed scheme, an experimental battery management 

system was designed and developed in the Renewable Energy and Vehicular Technology Lab. 

This experimental system can monitor the voltage, current and temperature of six individual 

cells in series. The designed system is used to validate the proposed techniques. Monitoring the 

specific parameters, estimating the charge status and determining the health condition of the 

batteries are the main objectives in this experimental setup. 

1.5 Outline of the dissertation 

The state-of-the-art investigation, problem identification, modeling and detection of Li-

Ion batteries are presented here. This dissertation includes 5 chapters whose outline is as 

follows: 

Chapter 2 describes the fundamentals of the impulse response modeling. In this 

chapter the impulse response model is developed and implemented for Li-Ion batteries. To 

validate this model, the convolution result of the current waveform with the impulse response is 

compared to the measured data. 

Chapter 3 deals with the fault classification of Li-Ion batteries and the conditions which 

lead to the mentioned faults. A novel method for state-of-health estimation based on the 
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impulse response will be introduced in details. The proposed method is supported by 

experimental and simulation results. 

Chapter 4 introduces the new method for estimating the state-of-charge of Li-Ion 

batteries based on the battery impulse response. Experimental and simulation results are used 

to validate the novel method. 

Chapter 5 summarizes the achievements of this study and provides concluding 

comments on the findings. 
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CHAPTER 2 

IMPULSE RESPONSE MODELING 

The present chapter describes various methods of modeling electrochemical batteries. 

A novel modeling method based on the impulse response of the battery is introduced here. This 

method later will be used to estimate the state-of-charge and state-of-health of Li-Ion batteries. 

The proposed method is supported by simulation and experimental results. 

2.1 Battery Modeling Methods 

Accurate battery models are needed for control strategy development and behavior 

investigation. Having the precise battery model, the effect of various conditions can be observed 

without causing any problem to the battery. Various methods have been developed for modeling 

a battery. Some of them are based on the electrochemical characteristics and the dynamics of 

the battery. A dynamic model which is able to capture the electrochemical reaction dynamics of 

the battery is basically in high order and too complex for a practical use of an electrical 

engineer. Although such type of model can be used as a baseline in order to obtain more 

manageable reduced order models [5, 7, 14, 28-30]. 

While physics-based models have been built to study the internal dynamics of Li-Ion 

batteries, these models are not suitable for system level design studies. For this reason, 

another method based on electrical properties of the battery has been emerged which is called 

equivalent circuit model. It provides a model to explain the voltage waveforms and to quantify 

the results into four circuit parameters which represent various parts of the battery. Various 

equivalent circuit models have been developed [27, 31-32, 33-38]. Figure 2.1 shows a typical 

equivalent circuit of a rechargeable battery. 
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Rohmic

Vbatt

 
Figure 2.1 The equivalent circuit of a rechargeable battery. 

ohmicR represents the electrode and packaging resistance of the battery, concR  

represents the battery’s internal resistance, which defines the maximum current a battery can 

deliver and accounts for charging and discharging losses. C  is the capacity of the battery which 

is formed by series connection of the double layer capacitance formed by each pair of battery 

cells and is indicative of the finite amount of electric charge stored inside the battery. battV

represents the battery’s rated voltage at no-load (open circuit) condition. To obtain various 

parameters of the equivalent circuit model, various charging and discharging tests need to be 

made. Figure 2.2 depicts a second order and a forth order battery equivalent models [33]. 

2.2 Fundamentals of the Impulse Response Modeling Method 

Convolution is a formal mathematical operation just like multiplication and addition. The 

difference is that Convolution takes two signals instead of two numbers and produces a signal. 

The convolution of two functions such as f and g  is denoted by gf ∗  and the basic definition 

is given by the integral of one function at t  multiplied by another function at τ−t  (over the 

entire domain of the independent variable, i.e. time). This operation is shown below: 

∫
+∞

∞−

−=∗ τττ dtgftgf )().())(( ∫
+∞

∞−

−= τττ dgtf )().(  (2.1) 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2.2 Examples of equivalent circuit modeling. (a) second order equivalent circuit model 
and (b) forth order equivalent circuit model (courtesy of [34]). 

The convolution in discrete domain is represented as follows: 

∑
+∞

−∞=

−=∗
k

kngkfngf ][ˆ].[ˆ])[ˆˆ( ∑
+∞

−∞=

−=
k

kgknf ][ˆ].[ˆ  (2.2) 

Convolution has some specific mathematical properties such as commutative, 

associative and distributive. Commutative property states that it does not matter which function 
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is taken first and the order in which signals are convolved can be exchanged: 

][][][][ nanbnbna ∗=∗  (2.3) 

associative property of convolution describes how three signals can be convolved: 

])[][(][][])[][( ncnbnancnbna ∗∗=∗∗  (2.4) 

and distributive property indicates the parallel systems with added outputs can be replaced with 

a single system: 

])[][(][][][][][ ncnbnancnanbna +∗=∗+∗  (2.5) 

From the linear system theory the output of a linear time invariant (LTI) system for an 

arbitrary input can be determined using its impulse response as shown below: 

][*][][ khkxky =  (2.6) 

where ][kx , ][ kh  and ][ky  depict the input, impulse response and output of the system. In 

other words, the convolution of the input to the system with its impulse response gives the 

output of the system. A linear system’s characteristics are completely specified by its impulse 

response, which is implemented by the mathematics of convolution. If two systems are different 

in any way, they will have different impulse responses 

2.2.1 ARMAX modeling 

For a single-input/single-output system (SISO), the Autoregressive moving average 

model (ARMAX) polynomial model structure is given by: 

)()()()()()( teqCtuqBtyqA +=  (2.7) 

where )(ty  represents the output at time t , )(tu  represents the input at time t , )(te  is the 

white-noise disturbance and 
1−q  is the back-shift operator. Figure 2.3 shows the structure of the 

ARMAX model. The coefficients are defined as: 

n
nqaqaqA −− +++= ...1)( 1

1  (2.8) 

m
mqbqbbqB −− +++= ...)( 1

21  (2.9) 
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r

rqaqcqC −− +++= ...1)( 1
1  (2.10) 

where n , m  and r  are the orders of the polynomials, respectively. The appropriate model 

orders should be determined in order to estimate the ARMAX model. Having the specified 

model, the input current of the battery can be used as the input of the model ( )(tu ) and by 

using the polynomials, the output voltage can be calculated ( )(ty ). Autoregressive moving 

average models (ARMAX) can be used to express the impulse response of a discrete time LTI 

system numerically [15, 39]. 

 

Figure 2.3 ARMAX model structure. 

2.2.2 Calculation of the impulse response 

The impulse response of a battery can be used as a battery model and be substituted 

with the battery to calculate the output voltage. In order to determine the impulse response of a 

battery a narrow pulse of current (with a unitary area) is applied to the battery and the output 

voltage is monitored as shown in Figure 2.4. 

Having the impulse response of the battery and convolving it with any arbitrary input 

current, the output voltage can be calculated. It can be shown as follows: 

][*][][ khkikv =  (2.11) 

where ][ki , ][kh  and ][kv  are the battery terminal current, impulse response of the battery 

and the terminal voltage respectively. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2.4 Impulse response demonstration. (a) applied pulse of current and (b) output voltage 
of the battery. 

In order to define an impulse for a specific system, suppose a first order LTI system 

characterized as follows: 

)(
1

txy
dt

dy
=+

τ
 (2.12) 

where y  is the output, x  is the input and τ  is the time constant of the system [40]. Taking the 

laplace transform, the transfer function of the system would be presented as: 

s
sH

.1
)(

τ
τ
+

=  (2.13) 

Suppose that the input of the system ( )(tf ) is defined as Figure 2.5 which is characterized as: 

))()((
1

)( ∆−−
∆

= tututf  (2.14) 

The laplace transform of )(tf  is calculated as follows: 

)1(
.
1
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∆
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In order to find the response of the system to the input )(tf , )(sF  is multiplied by the 

transfer function of the system, )(sH : 
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(2.18) 

 
(2.19) 

In order to consider )(tf  as an impulse, the response of the system to )(tf  should 

be equal to the impulse response of the system: 

s
sHsHsFsY

.1
)()().()(

τ
τ
+

===  (2.20) 

This means that all the terms except the first one in equation 2.19 need to be zero: 

0
.1

.
→

+
∆

s

s

τ        
⇒

           
τ<<∆  (2.21) 

Therefore if ∆  is much smaller than the time constant of the system, )(tf  can be assumed as 

an impulse for the system. 

 
Figure 2.5 A typical input for the system. 

The next question is that how small ∆  should be in order to consider )(tf  as an 

impulse for the system. To answer this question all the terms of the equation 2.19, but the first 
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two ones are assumed to be zero. It is assumed that the second term can be ignored if it is 

smaller than 10% of the total value, which means: 
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(2.22) 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

Therefore, in order to ignore the second term of the equation 2.22, not only ∆  should be much 

smaller that the time constant ( τ<<∆ ), but also the equation 2.26 should be considered. The 

same method can be generalized to other terms of the equation. 

It must be noted that the impulse response of a battery is related to various parameters 

such as state-of-charge, state-of-health, temperature and the magnitude of the current applied 

to the battery to calculate the impulse response. Different battery states result in various 

impulse responses corresponding to that specific situation. 

2.3 Simulation and Experimental Results 

As mentioned earlier, the impulse response of a battery can be used as a model to 

investigate the electrical and dynamic behavior of the battery. To validate this idea two different 

types of Li-Ion batteries, 18650 and 26650 have been used for experimental tests. The capacity 

of the 18650 battery is 2.2Ah and the capacity of the 26650 battery is 3.0Ah. The experiments 

have been done in room temperature, 25 Co . The idea has been verified by simulation results 

using Battery Design Studio software V13.6 and the model of 18650 Li-Ion battery. Figure 2.6 

shows the impulse response of the 18650 Li-Ion battery model for state-of-charge of 80% and 

Figure 2.7 shows voltage responses of the same battery model to various current magnitudes of 

0.5A, 1A and 1.5A while SOC is equal to 80%. 
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To identify the impulse response of the battery, a specific discharging pulse is applied 

to the battery with a known state-of-charge. The measured voltage waveform along with the 

applied current is used by the System Identification Toolbox from MATLAB® to calculate the 

impulse response. Using this toolbox, the impulse response is identified and stored in the form 

of ARMAX model. The identified impulse response can be used as the battery model to 

calculate the output voltage of the battery. 

 

Figure 2.6 Impulse response of 18650 Li-Ion battery, SOC = 80%. 

 

 

Figure 2.7 Charging pulse of 1s for different current magnitudes 0.5A, 1A and 1.5A, SOC=80%. 

Current = 0.5A

Current = 1.0A

Current = 1.5A
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Figure 2.8 compares the measured voltage from terminals of the 18650 Li-Ion battery 

with the calculated voltage using impulse response of the cell. Two charging current pulses with 

the magnitude of about 1A and various lengths have been applied to the battery and also are 

used to calculate the output voltage using the battery impulse response. It can be observed that 

the error between the calculated and the measured voltages is less than 0.5%. 

The same comparison has been accomplished for the 26650 Li-Ion battery in Figure 2.9 

and Figure 2.10. In Figure 2.9, a discharging current pulse of about 2.5A is applied to the 

battery and the measured voltage is compared to the result of convolving the same current 

waveform with the impulse response of the battery. It is shown that the percentage of the fitness 

between measured and calculated voltages is 89%. Figure 2.10 depicts the same comparison 

for two discharging current pulses. The fitness in this figure is about 91%. 
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Figure 2.8 Comparison between measured and calculated voltages using the battery impulse 
response for 18650 Li-Ion battery, SOC = 100%. (a) applied current and (b) output voltages. 
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Figure 2.9 Comparison between measured and calculated voltages using the battery impulse 
response for 26650 Li-Ion battery for one discharging pulse, SOC = 90%. (a) applied current 

and (b) output voltages. 
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Figure 2.10 Comparison between measured and calculated voltages using the battery impulse 
response for 26650 Li-Ion battery for two discharging pulses, SOC = 100%. (a) applied current 

and (b) output voltages. 
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CHAPTER 3 

STATE-OF-HEALTH ESTIMATION USING IMPULSE RESPONSE 

This chapter describes various possible fault can occur inside the battery and 

parameters contributing to the battery aging. A novel method based on the impulse response of 

the battery for estimating the battery state-of-health is introduced here. The proposed method is 

validated by simulation and experimental results. 

3.1 Fault classification 

Li-Ion batteries have specific characteristics such as high power and energy density in 

comparison to other conventional batteries which make them possible to be reduced in the size 

and weight and hence improving this technology for Electric and Hybrid Electric Vehicles 

(EV/HEV). However, life time performance remains an issue for Li-Ion batteries. Identifying the 

causes of battery degradation and investigating the impact of different accelerating factors on 

the specific degradation and as a result on the life time of the battery have been an ongoing 

challenge in recent researches. 

There are various parameters contributing to the battery aging process in Li-Ion 

batteries and they can be modeled in different ways. The most common parameters are 

addressed here. 

3.1.1 Electrolyte decomposition 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the electrolyte consists of lithium salts dissolved in a 

solvent such as LiPF6, LiBF6 or LiClO4 to act as a carrier, conducting lithium ions between 

anode and cathode. Considering LiPF6 as active material of the electrolyte, the following 

reaction takes place: 

56 PFLiFLiPF +⇔  (3.1) 
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PF5 reacts readily with the solvents to form decomposition products on the surface of the 

electrode even at relatively low temperature (45oC). The accumulation of the electrolyte 

decomposition products on the surface of the cathode particles causes active material isolation 

and an increase in the impedance at the cathode/electrolyte interface, resulting in the loss of 

capacity and power capability. Operating temperature of the battery has a significant impact 

over the film growth. The cycle life of a battery decreases as temperature increases. 

In order to model the electrolyte decomposition by software, the electrolyte density of 

the battery can be decreased. Another method for modeling this fault is to reduce the available 

active area over positive electrode by minimizing the cathode width. 

3.1.2 Formation of surface films on positive electrode 

The positive electrode is generally composed of a lithium metal oxide such as LiCoO2, 

LiNiO2 and LiMn2O2. The negative electrode is a carbon-based material which is normally made 

of graphite. The decomposition of the LiCoO2 as the active material of positive electrode may be 

presented as follows: 

22432 3/])[1( xLiCoOOOCoxLiCoO +↑+−→  (3.2) 

where the active material decomposes into inactive Co3O4, which will be formed at the surface 

of the cathode. This phenomenon reduces the amount of active material available in the positive 

electrode. It means that the amount of electrochemically active Li+ ions that can interact in the 

cathode or on the other hand the maximum capacity of the positive electrode ('()*� ) will 

decrease. As a result, the EMF model parameters of the battery (from Figure 1.4) will also 

change. Figure 3.1 shows the schematic representation of aged battery parameters which is 

characterized by a similar set of parameters as in Figure 1.4. In order to compare both models, 

the parameters related to the healthy battery are also represented here. 

Because of the Co3O4 layer formation over the positive electrode surface, an amount of 

active Li+ ions remains stored inside the electrode. This is the reason that the overall amount of 

Li+ ions inside the aged battery ')()* is higher than the maximum capacity of the positive 
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electrode ')()*� , whereas in a healthy battery, '()*�  is higher than '()*. By aging the battery, 

the amount of Li+ ions which remains inside the negative electrode at the end of discharge (')�&  

comparing to '�&) will also increase. 

 

Figure 3.1 Schematic representation of an aged Li-Ion battery (courtesy of [6]). 

Formation of particles at the electrode surface also causes an increase of the battery 

impedance. A battery with low cathode capacity might still be able to deliver an acceptable 

charge for low discharge C-rate currents, but it cannot perform properly at higher C-rate 

currents. 

Software modeling of the positive electrode decomposition can be done by reducing the 

active material density in the cathode. In this way, the total amount of Li+ ions available 

decreases and the overall storage capacity of the battery will decrease. 

3.1.3 Internal short circuit (soft short) 

A Li-Ion battery is made of coated anode and cathode separated by thin layers of 

polymer material called separator. The width of the separator is normally less than 25 um and 
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the thinner this layer is made more energy density in smaller volume of battery is achieved. If 

the battery is used in high temperature the separator may be melted in some points and 

punctured. It also can happen if some manufacturing faults occur during creating individual cells 

or when the battery is under pressure in specific situations. 

By puncturing the separator anode and cathode of the battery will be shorted and a 

current path is created between two electrodes which causes the battery to discharge internally. 

The self-discharge of the battery because of internal short circuit which is called “soft short” is 

one of the factors causing battery temperature to rise and it disables battery to hold its charge 

naturally, hence it deteriorates the health status of the battery. In the worst case, it could leads 

to thermal runaway and causes ignition or explosion of the cell. Accidents involving Li-Ion 

batteries have occurred frequently [41]. 

There have been numerous instances of the Li-Ion batteries used in laptop computers 

or cellular phones overheating or catching fire. The cause of these faults is assumed to be an 

internal short circuit which is one of the factors increasing the battery temperature. Figure 3.2 

shows a simple circuit model to demonstrate the heat generations when an external or internal 

short circuit occurs [42]. 

For the case of external short circuit, 3� generated by short circuit current 4 in internal 

resistance �� is calculated as follows: 

∫
+∞

∞−

= dtRIW ii .2  (3.2) 

)/( si RREI +=  (3.3) 

∫
+∞

∞−

+= dtRRREW siii .)/( 22
 (3.4) 

3� has the highest value when the short-circuit resistance �5 � 0 and it decreases as �5 

increases. External short circuits can be prevented with electric protection circuits. 
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Figure 3.2 Simple equivalent circuit model for a shorted battery (courtesy of [42]). 

In the case of internal short circuit, the model is the same as the one for the external 

short circuit except that both short circuit resistance �5 and internal resistance �� are inside the 

battery. The heat generated by the short circuit resistance �5 causes local and rapid heating 

inside the battery. The heat 35 generated by short circuit current 4 inside the internal short 

circuit resistance �5 is calculated by the following equations: 

∫
+∞

∞−

= dtRIW ss .2  (3.5) 

)/( si RREI +=  (3.6) 

∫
+∞

∞−

+= dtRRREW siss .)/( 22
 (3.7) 

35 has the highest value when the short circuit resistance �5 is the same value as the internal 

resistance �� which is the most dangerous condition. The internal short circuit cannot be 

protected using an external protection circuit and it is one of the worst scenarios in battery 

technology which there is nothing that can be done for that. 

To know the tolerance of the Li-Ion batteries to internal short circuit, several tests need 
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to be done. One popular test is the nail penetration test which simulates the situation of the 

internal short circuit inside a battery and the response of the cell to such failure is investigated. 

In this test a narrow iron nail penetrates into the battery and creates a multi-point internal anode 

to cathode short. Response of the battery is monitored using a high speed camera. There are 

many parameters to consider in a nail test, such as the nail size and penetration speed and the 

leakage of accumulated gas and electrolyte from pierced point [42-43]. 

Another method to study the internal short circuit is the crush test. This method 

simulates a massive internal short circuit of a cell by crushing the cell. Special tools are used for 

this purpose in order to assure maximum internal damage without cracking the case. The crush 

test has some advantages comparing to the nail test, for example there is no leakage of the 

electrolyte because there is no hole over the cell case, and as a result the internal short circuit 

situation is modeled more precisely [43]. 

3.2 Fault Simulation and Analysis 

To study the effect of various faults over the battery behavior, different faults have been 

simulated using Battery Design Studio software V13.6 and the model of 18650 Li-Ion battery 

with the capacity of 2.2Ah. This software is designed for data analysis, design and simulation of 

the batteries. Various parameters of the battery can be specified by the user and their effect on 

the battery behavior can be studied. 

Both electrolyte and electrode decompositions lead to formation of a layer over positive 

electrode and reduction of its active area. Figure 3.3 shows the effect of reducing cathode 

active area on the voltage response of the battery. A charging current of 1A is applied to the 

18650 Li-Ion battery software model with the SOC of 70%. It is shown that the output voltage 

response varies regarding to the amount of active area reduction. 

Another method to model the electrolyte decomposition is to reduce the electrolyte 

density. Figure 3.4 shows the effect of electrolyte decomposition by decreasing the electrolyte 
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density of the battery with various rates of 30%, 40% and 50%. It is shown that various results 

are achieved regarding different electrolyte densities. 

 

Figure 3.3 The effect of reducing cathode active area on voltage response to discharging 
current pulse of 1A for 1s, SOC = 70%. 

 

Figure 3.4 The effect of electrolyte density reduction on voltage response to discharging current 
pulse of 1A for 1s, SOC = 70%. 

As it is shown in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 the battery sensitivity to the electrolyte 

decomposition is less than its sensitivity to the positive electrode decomposition. In other words 

the voltage response of the cell changes dramatically when the active area reduces, but 

Healthy battery
Reduced electrolyte density by 30%

Reduced electrolyte density by 40%

Reduced electrolyte density by 50%
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changing in the electrolyte density does not make a significant difference in the output voltage. 

Small changes in the voltage could be caused by several possible situations, for example, 

reduced active area by 15% leads almost to the same situation as the reduced electrolyte 

density by 50% (Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4). 

The mentioned phenomenon can be used as a signature to distinguish between these 

two types of faults. Because of the higher sensitivity of the battery voltage response to the 

active area reduction comparing to the electrolyte density decrease, the response of the battery 

to larger current magnitudes would encounter more changes as well. Figure 3.5 compares the 

two different cases which make close changes in the voltage response of the battery: electrolyte 

density reduction by 50% and active area reduction of the positive electrode by 15%. The figure 

shows how increasing the current magnitude applied to the battery will increase the effect of the 

active area reduction of the positive electrode more than the effect of the electrolyte density 

reduction. 

 

Figure 3.5 The effect of change in current magnitude on the voltage response for two different 
fault situations. 

Healthy battery, I = 1A

Reduced electrolyte density by 50%, 
I=1A

Reduced Active area by 15%, I=1A

Healthy battery, I = 3A

Reduced electrolyte density by 50%, 
I=3A

Reduced Active area by 15%, I=3A
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3.3 State-of-health Estimation Method 

In this section the proposed method for estimating the SOH of Li-Ion batteries is 

explained. For modeling the battery in the proposed method, the impulse response of the 

battery introduced in chapter 2 is applied. The impulse response is dependent upon the amount 

of charge left in the battery (SOC) and also the health status of the battery (SOH). Different 

levels of SOC and various faults imply different impulse responses. It must be noted that the 

term impulse inherently suggests that the duration of the current pulse is significantly smaller 

than the smallest time constant in the system. 

3.3.1 Method description 

Figure 3.6 shows the block diagram of the SOH estimation algorithm. A family of impulse 

responses for various levels of SOC for a healthy battery are recorded and used such that the 

whole available range of the SOC of the battery is being presented by “ n ” individual values 

corresponding to a specific impulse response ( ][khn ). The impulse responses corresponding to 

different SOCs are formatted into an ARMAX model and the corresponding coefficients are 

stored in a look-up table. As mentioned previously the multivariable ARMAX model is shown as: 

=−×++−×+× )(........)()( 10 nTtyATtyAtyA n  

)()(........)()( 10 temTtuBTtuBtuB m +−×++−×+×  
(3.8) 

The coefficients would be determined based on the current and voltage input waveforms used 

for impulse response calculation. Using the experimental data, the impulse response of the 

battery is represented as follows: 

)()(.....)()()( 10 temTtuBTtuBtuBty m +−×++−×+×=  (3.9) 

Measuring the SOC of the battery using SOC estimator block, the impulse response of the 

battery corresponding to the specific SOC is selected and used for convolution by the arbitrary 

input current to calculate the output voltage. 
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The impulse responses corresponding to different fault situations are also stored in a 

look up table. The applied current to the battery is convolved with all these impulse responses  

and a set of output voltages are calculated. The measured output voltage from terminals of the 

battery and the calculated output voltage using the specific impulse response corresponding to 

the battery state-of-charge are compared using the fitness function explained in section 3.3.2 to 

determine the health condition, possible fault occurred and the lifetime of the battery [44]. 
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Figure 3.6 The state-of-health estimation algorithm. 

The pattern recognition block itself contains of two different comparison blocks. After 

the first comparison of the voltage waveforms using the fitness function another comparison is 

made for the waveforms with close fitness percentages, but this time by applying a larger 

current magnitude to the cell. Because of the higher sensitivity of the battery voltage to one type 

of fault comparing to the other type, the exact type of the fault and the health condition of the 
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cell is determined using this method. The life time of the battery is also estimated by the 

comparison of the fitness percentage of the healthy battery impulse response with the best fit to 

the measured voltage. Figure 3.7 depicts the details of the pattern recognition block. 

measuredV

V̂

 
Figure 3.7 The pattern recognition block in detail. 

3.3.2 Comparison method 

In order to compare the calculated voltage waveforms with the measured voltage of the 

battery in pattern recognition block, a mathematical method is used. This method calculates the 

percentage of the output that the impulse response model reproduces which is called the 

Fitness percentage. The Fitness (%) is based on the mean square error between the measured 

data and the simulated output of the model which is calculated as follows: 
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(3.11) 

where iV  and iV̂  are the measured and calculated data samples and 6 is the number of the 

samples. 100% corresponds to a perfect fit (no error) and 0% corresponds to a model which is 

not capable of estimating any variation of the output. By calculating the Fitness value of a 

battery model the accuracy of the model in estimating the response of the battery is verified and 

by comparing the Fitness values of various models, the model with the best fit for the battery is 

identified. 
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The amount of the Fitness percentage depends on the specific variables such as 

state-of-charge, temperature and the current magnitude. Based on the variations in these 

variables the amount of the Fitness would change. The sensitivity of the Fitness function is 

defined as follows: 

I

Fit

T

Fit

SOC

Fit
S Fit

∂
∂

+
∂
∂

+
∂
∂

=  (3.12) 

The measured voltage of the battery ( iV ) used in Equation 3.10 is related to the open-circuit 

voltage ( EMF ) and the current magnitude by the following equation: 

)(tRIEMFVi −=  (3.13) 

where R  is the internal resistance of the battery. The EMF-SOC relationship is verified in 

section 1.2.3 (equations 1.3, 1.4 and 1.6) which also depicts the dependency of the EMF to the 

temperature. Having all these equations the dependency of the Fitness function to the SOC, 

temperature and current of the battery is verified. 

3.3.3 Simulation results 

To verify the proposed method by simulation six different fault situations are selected 

which are as follows: 

• active area reduction of the positive electrode by 15% 

• active area reduction of the positive electrode by 40% 

• active area reduction of the positive electrode by 60% 

• electrolyte density reduction by 30% 

• electrolyte density reduction by 50% 

• electrolyte density reduction by 70% 

The impulse responses corresponding to these faults for a specific state-of-charge (SOC = 

70%) are calculated and stored in the form of ARMAX model. The System Identification Toolbox 
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from MATLAB® is used to calculate the required impulse responses. The impulse response of 

the healthy battery for SOC of 70% is also calculated and stored. 

A discharging current pulse with the magnitude of 1A is applied to the 18650 battery 

model of the Battery Design Studio software. The same current waveform is applied to all 

impulse responses and the calculated voltages along with the measured voltage are compared 

using the fitness function explained in section 3.3.2. If there is one waveform which fits the 

measured voltage the best and its fitness percentage is significantly higher than the values of 

other waveforms, then the decision about the health status and the possible fault can be made 

at this time. But if the fitness percentages for some of the waveforms are close and a certain 

decision cannot be made, then the second level of comparison is implemented. In this level the 

current magnitude is increased to 3A in order to verify the sensitivity of the remained impulse 

responses and find the best fit. 

Figure 3.8 shows the case that the battery has the fault of reduced active area of the 

positive electrode by 40%. The current waveform of Figure 3.8(a) is applied to the battery and 

also is convolved by the impulse responses to calculate the output voltages. All the measured 

and calculated voltages along with their fitness percentages are shown in Figure 3.8(b). As it is 

shown in the figure the calculated voltage using the impulse response corresponding to the 

reduced active area by 40% has the best fit to the measured voltage and because its fitness 

percentage has a significant different with the other fitness values, the second level of 

comparison is not necessary. Figure 3.9 shows the same case as Figure 3.8 but this time for 

one discharging pulse of current with the length of 12s. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 3.8 Method validation for the battery with the fault of reduced active area of the positive 
electrode by 40% for two discharging current pulses. (a) applied current waveform and (b) 

comparison of measured and calculated voltages. 
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Figure 3.9 Method validation for the battery with the fault of reduced active area of the positive 
electrode by 40% for one discharging current pulse. 

Figure 3.10 shows the case that the battery has the fault of electrolyte density reduction 

by 70%. As it is shown in Figure 3.9(a) the fitness value for the waveform corresponding to the 

reduced electrolyte density by 70% is close to the one related to the reduced active area by15% 

and the one corresponding to the reduced electrolyte density by 50%. For this reason next level 

of comparison needs to be run on the impulse responses with close fitness values. Figure 3.9(b) 

shows the second comparison by applying the same current waveform as Figure 3.8(a) but with 

the magnitude of 3A. The fitness value for the waveform corresponding to reduced electrolyte 

density by 70% is higher comparing to the other two values and it is introduced as the fault 

occurred inside the battery. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3.10 Method validation for the battery with the fault of electrolyte density reduction by 
70%. (a) first comparison and (b) second comparison. 
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3.3.4 Experimental results 

A new 26650 Li-Ion battery has been used for experimental results. The capacity of the 

battery is 3.0Ah and the experiments have been done in room temperature, 25 Co . Using a 

specific discharging pulse, the impulse response of the battery with a specific state-of-charge is 

identified and stored in the form of ARMAX model using the System Identification Toolbox from 

MATLAB®. The calculated impulse responses for various levels of SOC are used as the battery 

model to calculate the output voltage. 

To verify the proposed method, a new (healthy) and an aged 26650 Li-Ion batteries are 

selected. The health status of the aged battery is determined by discharge test. The impulse 

responses corresponding to both batteries are calculated and stored in the form of ARMAX 

coefficients. Then, by applying any specific current waveform to these impulse responses the 

expected voltage is achieved. 

Figure 3.11 shows the comparison of calculated output voltages for both healthy and 

faulty batteries. A specific current waveform is applied to the healthy battery, and then the same 

current waveform is applied to both impulse responses of the healthy and aged batteries. The 

calculated output voltages using impulse responses are compared to the measured voltage 

from terminals of the battery. It can be noted that the voltage calculated by the impulse 

response of the healthy battery fits the measured voltage better than the one calculated by the 

impulse response of the faulty battery. The test has been done for two various current 

waveforms, the first one has one discharging pulse of about 10 seconds (Figure 3.11(a)) and 

second one contains two discharging pulses of 5 and 15 seconds (Figure 3.11(b)). 

The same comparison as Figure 3.11 is performed in Figure 3.12, this time for the faulty 

battery. As it is shown in this figure the voltage calculated by the impulse response of the faulty 

battery has better match to the measured voltage comparing to the calculated voltage of the 

healthy battery. 
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Figure 3.11 Comparison of the measured output voltage of the healthy battery and the 
calculated voltages of the faulty and healthy batteries, SOC = 100%. (a) voltage comparison for 

pulse length of 10s and (b) voltage comparison for two pulses. 
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Figure 3.12 Comparison of the measured output voltage of the faulty battery and the calculated 
voltages of the faulty and healthy batteries, SOC = 100%. (a) voltage comparison for pulse 

length of 10s and (b) voltage comparison for two pulses. 
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CHAPTER 4 

STATE-OF-CHARGE ESTIMATION USING IMPULSE RESPONSE 

The present chapter introduces a novel method for estimating the state-of-charge of Li-

Ion batteries based on their impulse response. A battery management system and an 

experimental test bed to validate the proposed method are developed. 

4.1 Impulse Response Dependency on the State-of-charge 

Any LTI system is completely characterized by its impulse response. The impulse 

response of an LTI system contains the main properties of the system. That means for any input 

function, the output function can be calculated in terms of the input function and the impulse 

response. 

As mentioned in chapter 2, the impulse response of a battery is also dependent upon 

the main characteristics of the battery such as the magnitude of current, temperature, state-of-

health. Another main property of the battery which effects on its impulse response is the amount 

of charge which is left in the battery or in other words its state-of-charge (SOC). Different levels 

of SOC imply different impulse responses. It must be noted that the term impulse inherently 

suggests that the duration of the current pulse is significantly smaller than the smallest time 

constant in the system. 

The mentioned characteristic is verified by simulation and experimental results. For the 

simulation result, Battery Design Studio® V13.6 software has been used. A charging current 

pulse with magnitude of 1A and width of 1sec is applied to the 18650 Li-Ion battery model. This 

test has been done for a variety of state-of-charges and as it is shown in Figure 4.1 different 

responses are achieved. 
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SOC = 70%

SOC = 90%

SOC = 30%

 
Figure 4.1 Comparison of the impulse responses for various SOCs 30%, 50%, 70% and 90%, 

for applying a charging current pulse of 1A. 

To verify dependency of the impulse response of the battery to its state-of-charge 

experimentally, a 18650 Li-Ion battery is used. Figure 4.2 depicts different impulse responses of 

the experimental cell corresponding to state-of-charges of 75% and 20%. A narrow pulse of 

current is applied to the cell for various SOCs and as it is shown the resulting impulse 

responses are different for various levels of state-of-charge. 

4.2 State-of-charge Estimation Method 

The state-of-charge (SOC) estimation method proposed in this dissertation utilizes the 

battery impulse response concept in order to model the Li-Ion battery. The method models the 

battery using the impulse response method explained in chapter 2, then it uses the dependency 

of the battery impulse response to its state-of-charge and based on this relationship estimates 

the SOC of the cell. 

4.2.1 Method description 

A family of impulse responses for various levels of SOC are calculated and stored in a 

look-up table. In other words the whole available range of SOC of the battery is being 

partitioned by i  individual values corresponding to a specific impulse response ( ][khi ). The 
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input current is applied to the battery experimentally and the battery voltage response to that 

specific current is measured. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4.2 Impulse responses of the experimental cell for various SOCs. (a) battery impulse 
response when SOC = 75% and (b) battery impulse response when SOC = 20%. 

Having the impulse response of the battery stored in a look up table, the terminal 

voltage for an arbitrary input current can be calculated by convolution of the input current with 
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all the impulse responses stored in the look-up table. So, for an arbitrary input a set of i output 

voltages can be achieved as follows: 

∑
=

−=⇒=
N

j
iiii jkhjikvkhkikv

1

][*][][][*][][  (4.1) 

Comparing the measured output voltage and the calculated voltages using the impulse 

responses from the look-up table using the Fitness function introduced in section 3.3.2, the 

proper impulse response related to the battery would be determined. As the SOC corresponding 

to each impulse response is known, the state-of-charge of the battery can be determined. 

Figure 4.3 shows the block diagram of the proposed method [45]. 
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Figure 4.3 Block diagram of the state-of-charge estimation method. 

4.2.2 Experimental Results 

The battery type which is used for the experimental results is 26650 Li-Ion. The impulse 

responses of the battery corresponding to different state-of-charges are calculated using the 

system identification toolbox in MATLAB® v7.6. A discharging current of 2.2A for 10sec is 

applied to the cell while the SOC is 100%, 60%, and 20%. Figure 4.4 shows the applied current 

and measured output voltage of the battery for SOC of 20%. 
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Figure 4.4 Applied current and measured voltage of the experimental cell, SOC = 20%. 

Using the current and voltage waveforms in Figure 4.4, the impulse response of the 

battery under test is estimated for SOC of 20%. Impulse responses corresponding to other 

values of SOC are calculated using the same method. The estimated impulse response of the 

battery for SOC of 60% is shown in Figure 4.5. The coefficients of the impulse response is 

stored and convolved by any current input to form the output voltage of the battery with the SOC 

of 60%. 

 
Figure 4.5 Calculated impulse response of the experimental battery, SOC = 60%. 
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To validate the proposed method, the calculated impulse responses corresponding to 

different state-of-charges need to be validated and their convolution results need to be 

compared to the real data measured from the battery. A pulse of 2.3A current is applied to the 

26650 Li-Ion battery and the output voltage waveform is measured and stored. The same 

current waveform is convolved with the impulse responses of the battery for three various state-

of-charges (20%, 60%, and 100%). Then, the results of the convolutions are compared to the 

measured voltage of the battery in order to determine the minimum error and the maximum 

match to the real data. 

Figure 4.6 shows the comparison of measured output voltage of the experimental 

battery to the calculated output voltages using various impulse responses corresponding to 

different state-of-charges. As it is shown in this figure, data calculated by the impulse response 

corresponding to SOC of 100% has the best fit to the measured data (94%), whereas the other 

two impulse responses corresponding to SOCs of 60% and 20% have low fitting percentage 

(76% and 64% respectively). 

 

Figure 4.6 Comparison of the measured voltage of the battery for SOC = 100% with the 
calculated voltages for SOCs of 100%, 60%, and 20%. 
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Figure 4.7 compares the measured output voltage of the battery for SOC of 60% to the 

calculated output voltages using various impulse responses corresponding to state-of-charges 

of 100%, 60% and 20%. The calculated data using the impulse response of the battery for the 

SOC of 60% fits best to the real data (91.1%) comparing to the calculated data using other 

impulse responses (75% of fitting for SOC of 100% and 59% of fitting for SOC of 20%). 

 
Figure 4.7 Comparison of the measured voltage of the experimental battery for SOC = 60% with 

the calculated voltages for SOCs of 100%, 60%, and 20%. 

In Figure 4.8 the measured voltage of the battery with SOC of 20% for applying a 

discharge current of 2.5A for 10s is compared to the calculated output voltages using impulse 

responses of various SOCs of 100%, 60% and 20%. Figure 4.9 shows the same comparison as 

Figure 4.8, but this time the comparison is for the results of applying two discharging cycles of 

5s and 15s. It is obvious that the impulse response corresponding to 20% of SOC results in 

higher accuracy comparing to the other two impulse responses for SOCs of 100% and 60%. 
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Figure 4.8 Comparison of measured output voltage of the experimental battery with SOC of 

20% with the calculated voltages for SOCs of 100%, 60%, and 20%. 

 

 
Figure 4.9 Comparison of the measured voltage of the experimental battery for SOC =20% for 

two discharging cycles with the calculated voltages for SOCs of 100%, 60% and 20%. 

4.3 Battery Management System Development 

Monitoring the status of the battery is crucial for energy storage system of Electric and 
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explosion. The overcharge voltage is not too much higher than the fully charged voltage, which 

means it requires precise monitoring of voltage during charging process in order to let the 

battery to be charged completely while preventing overcharging. Also their temperature should 

be monitored continuously to recognize possible faults and accomplish the appropriate 

treatment if necessary. 

A monitoring circuit has been designed in this project which monitors the temperatures 

and voltages of a battery pack consist of six 18650 Li-Ion batteries which are connected in 

series. The circuit measures the individual voltages and temperatures of six cells and also the 

voltage and current of the battery pack. Figure 4.10 shows the block diagram of the monitoring 

circuit. 

 
Figure 4.10 Block diagram of the monitoring circuit. 

The six individual signals related to the voltages and temperatures of the batteries are 

sent to the Battery Management System (BMS) board. The corresponding sensing circuits 

measure the voltage and temperature values. Because of the limitations in analog (A/D) inputs 

of the DSP controller, two individual 8 to 1 multiplexers are used to select one signal per time 
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out of 12 values of voltage and temperature (one 8 to 1 multiplexer for voltage and another 

one for temperature values). A current sensor is mounted on the way of the outgoing current 

from the battery pack which along with the current sensing circuit on the battery monitoring 

board creates specific signals based on the magnitude of the current. The produced signal is 

sent to the DSP board and the corresponding current magnitude is calculated and transferred to 

the central controller. 

The control routines for the system is developed using a DSP controller, 

TMS320F2812, to produce controlling signals and submit the sensor data to a central controller. 

The central controller in this case is a personal computer. Figure 4.12 illustrates the controller 

board, battery pack and the monitoring (BMS) board. 

 

4.4 Test bed Development 

In order to validate the potential capabilities of the proposed method for state-of-charge 

estimation, a 40kwh Li-Ion battery pack for EV/HEV applications is developed and examined at 

Renewable Energy and Vehicular Technology Lab. The following tasks are accomplished using 

the experimental test bed: 

• A battery management system is designed and validated to monitor currents of both 

branches, temperatures and voltages of the individual cells and also the voltage of the 

battery pack 

• The proposed state-of-charge estimation method is validated for the cells inside the 

battery pack. The required routine for this purpose is implemented and tested using 

TMS320F2812 DSP which is used as the main controller of the Battery Management 

System of the test bed. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 4.11 The battery monitoring system for a battery pack containing six 18650 Li-Ion cells. 
(a) designed Battery Management System board, (b) TMS320F2812 DSP board and (c) overall 

connections of the power supply, battery pack and controller. 
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4.4.1 The battery model 

The battery type which is used for battery pack development of the test bed is 

SE180AHA model, Li-Ion from Sky Energy CO.. Figure 4.12 shows the datasheet and a picture 

of the experimental battery. In order to design a 40kwh battery pack, 80 cells of the SE180AHA 

Li-Ion battery is required. The cells are configured in two branches of 40 cells connected in 

series and the two branches are connected together in parallel. Figure 4.13 depicts the 

configuration of the cells for the 40kwh battery pack. 

4.4.2 Developed battery management system for the test bed 

A battery management system is developed to monitor the key parameters of the 

battery pack such as temperatures, voltages of all individual batteries, the overall voltage of the 

battery pack and the current of two branches which are connected in series. The values of 

voltages and temperatures are measured using the voltage and temperature sensing circuit. 

Because of the limitations in the number of A/D analog inputs of the DSP controller (as 

mentioned in section 4.3), several multiplexes are used to select among the voltage and 

temperature values before sending to the DSP. The measured values are displayed on a touch 

screen. 

The BMS is controlled by TMS320F2812 DSP board (Figure 4.11(b)). An external 

memory chip (M45PE10, 1Mbit) is used in case of shortage in DSP board memory space for 

saving the impulse response coefficients. It is also responsible for storing the critical values 

such as state-of-charge of the batteries every time the system is turned off and loading the 

values to the DSP for the next start up. A real time clock is responsible to keep the time even 

when the system is off. Figure 4.14 depicts the block diagram of the developed battery 

management system. 
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MODEL:SE180AHA 

Nominal Capacity 180Ah 

Energy Density 105Wh/kg@0.1C 

Operating Voltage 
Charge 3.6V 

Discharge 2.0V 

Max Charge Current ≤3CA 

 Max Discharge Current 
Constant Current ≤4CA 

Impulse Current ≤12CA 

Standard Charge 

/Discharge Current 
0.3CA 

Operating Temperature 
Charge 0℃～55℃  

Discharge -25℃～55℃  

Self-discharge Rate ≤3%(Monthly) 

Weight 5.6kg±0.1kg 
 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.12 The SE180AHA Li-Ion battery specifications. (a) battery specifications and (b) the 
experimental battery. 
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Figure 4.13 The cell configuration for 40kwh battery pack. 

 
Figure 4.14 The schematic of the developed battery management system. 

Figure 4.15 shows the designed PCB boards for the battery management system which 

contains two separate boards. The bottom board includes the voltage sensing circuits for 80 

individual cells and the board on top contains various components including the temperature 

sensing circuits for 80 cells, current sensing circuit, real time clock, external memory chip and 

several LEDs indicating different situations. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 4.15 The battery management system boards. (a) the board stack, (b) the current and 
temperature sensing and controller board and (c) the voltage sensing board. 
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The top board also includes the DSP board to receive measured signals and display 

the values on a touch screen and to issue control signals for various components all over the 

boards. There is also a touch screen which is responsible to display the values of temperatures, 

voltages, currents and state-of-charges for all of the cells of the battery pack. 

The overall view of the test bed is depicted in Figure 4.16. The battery pack, the BMS 

boards, touch screen and the power supply are shown in Figure 4.17(a) and the load and 

current sensor are shown in Figure 4.17(b). Because of the limitation in the number of available 

batteries in the lab, it was only possible to make a 4kwh battery pack by connecting eight cells 

in series. 

 

Figure 4.16 The overall view of the experimental test bed. 
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(a) 
 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.17 The experimental test bed. (a) battery pack, BMS boards, touch screen and power 
supply and (b) the load and current sensor. 
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4.4.3 Experimental results 

To validate the state-of-charge estimation method explained in section 4.2 the 

experimental test bed is used. The impulse response coefficients corresponding to various 

state-of-charges are calculated and stored in DSP. For the specific load connected to the 

battery pack, the current and voltage values are measured and stored using the sensing circuits 

on BMS board. For the current waveform applied to the battery pack the voltage response of the 

batteries are calculated using the impulse response coefficients, and compared to the 

measured voltages using the fitness function introduced in section 3.3.2. Comparing the Fitness 

percentage of the calculated voltages corresponding to various state-of-charges for each 

individual battery inside the battery pack, the state-of-charge of that specific cell is estimated. All 

the control and diagnostic routines are written in DSP programming language. 

Figure 4.18 shows the comparison of the measured voltage for the case of a cell from 

the battery pack with the SOC of 90% and the calculated voltages for the impulse responses 

corresponding to the state-of-charges of 90% and 50%. The applied current waveform to the 

battery pack is shown in Figure 4.18(a) which includes two discharging pulse with the lengths of 

5s and 15s and the magnitudes of 48A. The comparison of the measured and calculated 

voltage is shown in Figure 4.18(b). As it is shown in the figure the fitness percentage for the 

waveforms corresponding to 90% and 50% of SOC are 89% and 45% relatively. 

Figure 4.19 depicts the comparison of the measured and calculated voltages of the 

same case as Figure 4.18, but this time for applying one discharging current of 48A and with the 

length of 10s. Based on the Fitness values shown in the figure, the state-of-charge of the 

battery is estimated as 90%. 

The same comparisons as Figures 4.18 and 4.19 are done in Figure 4.20 for the case 

of a battery with the state-of-charge of 50%. Figure 4.20(a) shows the comparison of the 

measured and calculated voltages for applying the input current waveform of Figure 4.18(a) and 

Figure 4.20(b) depicts the comparison of voltages for the input current shown in Figure 4.19(a). 
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Comparing the Fitness percentages of the calculated voltages creates a proper estimation for 

the state-of-charge of the specific cell of the battery pack. 

 
(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.18 Comparison of the measured and calculated voltages for the cell with SOC of 90% 
for two discharging pulses. (a) applied current waveform and (b) voltage comparison. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.19 Comparison of the measured and calculated voltages for the cell with SOC of 90% 
for one discharging pulse. (a) applied current waveform and (b) voltage comparison. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.20 Comparison of the measured and calculated voltages for the cell with SOC of 50%. 
(a) voltage comparison for two discharging current pulses and (b) voltage comparison for one 

discharging current pulse. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

Monitoring the key parameters of the batteries is crucial in Electric and Hybrid Electric 

applications (EV/HEV). Battery management system is responsible to monitor the temperature, 

current and voltage of individual batteries inside the battery pack. State-of-charge and state-of-

health estimations are the basic requirements for the battery management systems. 

In this dissertation, a state-of-health detection method has been developed for Li-Ion 

batteries. This method models the battery using its impulse response and predicts the terminal 

voltage of the battery by convolving the input current with the impulse response of the battery. 

Because of the dependency of the impulse response to the health condition and the possible 

fault of the cell, the developed method is able to detect the type of the fault, lifetime and health 

condition of the individual cells inside the battery pack. This method has the ability of online 

detection of the health status of the battery which is in high importance for vehicular 

technologies and it can be modified for other types of battery chemistry. 

A state-of-charge estimation method for Li-Ion batteries is also developed in this 

dissertation which is based on the impulse response of the battery. The relationship of the 

battery state-of-charge to its impulse response is applied in this method. The voltages 

corresponding to various state-of-charges are calculated using their relative impulse responses 

and compared to the terminal voltage of the battery. The developed method is capable of 

estimating the state-of-charge of the battery in real time and it can be modified for any other 

battery chemistries. The developed methods are verified by the simulation and experimental 

results. 
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For future work, it is suggested to develop a method for quantifying the life time of the 

battery. The mentioned method could use the detected fault along with the Fitness percentage 

to determine the available time to utilize the battery. The required Fitness percentage for this 

purpose is acquired by comparing the battery output voltage with the voltage calculated using 

the impulse response of the healthy battery. It is also recommended to develop a method to 

compress the impulse responses coefficients in order to reduce the required memory for storing 

the impulse responses. 
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